MAGA 2020 , Korea War 2.0 .
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Someday in Summer 2019 , in the Korean Peninsula , after months of intensive talks between
Washington and Pyonyang fall apart , an ICBM is launched towards the Japanese Territory , The 20182019 Winter in the Korean Peninsula was quite harsh . The US sanctions against North Korea weren’t
lifted which caused suffering in the already battered North Korean population . An Emergency Cabinet
Meeting is called by Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe . The preliminary target estimate for the North
Korean ICBM is a US Military Base in Japanese Territory . President Trump has already been informed
by the Defense Secretary about the target . Japan wants to know what course of action Washington is
going to take . B 52s bombers are on high alert on the tarmac in Guam , ready to take off at a moments
notice . J Alert ( Japan’s Early Warning System ) messages are sent to mobile phones in all the Japanese
Prefecture where the US Military base is located . South Korea is unable to shoot down the ICBM as it
is not crossing its territory . The targeted US Military base is on high alert , as are all other US Military
bases in Japanese soil . Patriot missiles are ready to be launched as soon as the ICBM is within range .
Through the loudspeakers in the vicinity of the US Military base the population is informed that this is
not an exercise , this is the real deal . Foreign Representatives attending the G20 Summit in Japan were
already informed about the impending situation . Prime Minister Abe and President Trump have less
than 30 minutes to decide on the situation . Some minutes later , Patriot missiles are launched but fail to
intercept the ICBM . Luckily , the unproven detonation mechanism fails to activate the warhead . The
US Military base suffers some material damage from the impact of the ICBM , but without a detonation
of the warhead . At the same time , Seoul suffers under a bombardment of heavy artillery ammunition
from the North Korea side of the parallel 38 . The city is in chaos . After the North Korean heavy
artillery reveals their position by firing into Seoul , they’re targeted and taken out by the US Military in
South Korea . Former Navy Admiral , and Ambassador to South Korea , Harry Harris start
communications with the Asia Pacific Command on how to evacuate American citizens located in
South Korea . Japan’s Self Defense Forces are ordered by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to start
procedures to invade and attack North Korea . Meanwhile B 52s bombers and a squadron of F 22
stealth jets take off from Guam . President Trump has also already ordered the US Armed Forces to
start procedures to invade and attack North Korea in conjunction with Japan’s SDF and the South
Korea Armed Forces . The major concern is military movement at the borders of North Korea with
China and Russia . China and Russia might come to help North Korea . A repeat of China’s PLA
involvement like in the first Korean War might prove problematic . As the months pass , the ongoing
Korean War takes a toll on the World Economy with a contraction . There are some rumors flowing
around the Financial Markets of a possible crash on the Shanghai Stock Exchange . South Korean
reservists are called into action leaving manufacturing plants idled . Japan’s Pacifist Constitution
Revision goes underway with a major approval rating at a National Referendum . There’s a Patriotic
tone in Major Media outlets in the USA . The attack was targeted towards a USA Armed Forces Base ,
American Citizens , in Japanese Territory nonetheless . President Trump’s words as a Candidate in the
2016 elections are been highlighted “ The USA doesn’t win Wars anymore ! ” . President Trump take
on this second Korean War is , it is a matter of Pride for the USA Armed Forces to win this time . As it
was expected , the PLA crossed the North Korean border and came to North Korea’s help . Meanwhile
the Russian Federation Armed Forces are busy at the Syria Front . On the Japanese side , there’s been

increased scrutiny on the Japanese Media about the preparedness of Japan’s Self Defense Forces as the
casualties increase as the months pass by . In South Korea , President Moon Jae In Government’s
approval rate hits bottom and the Opposition is ready to criticize his Peace Efforts back in 2018 . South
Korea’s Economy is in shambles . There’s also been some disruption on the manufacturing side at
Major Electronics Makers , in South Korea and elsewhere .
New Year . 2020 . Winter in the Korean Peninsula . Korea War 2.0 goes on without an end in sight . On
the Japanese side there’s Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games . In Washington , President Trump suffers some
pressure as his re election campaign show signs of been back pedaling as there’s no end in sight for
Korea War 2.0 . There are some rumors going around Washington that Security Adviser John Bolton
has suggested using a Trident D5 ICBM as a Bunker Buster . The logic behind the use of a Nuclear
Weapon being of a way to make China’s PLA back off to Chinese Territory . The Pentagon readily
opposes such a tactic as there’s a high probability of it back firing . The final decision on this Gamble
rests on President Trump . There’s been pressure from Tokyo and Seoul for a fast conclusion to Korea
War 2.0 . The US Presidential Elections are in November , but if Korea War 2.0 drags beyond 4 th of
July , it will probably have a negative effect on President Trump’s re election bid .
Meanwhile in the UK , HMS Queen Elizabeth is readied to its maiden voyage to the Indian Ocean ,
passing by the contested islands in the South China Sea . A Freedom of Navigation Operation to be
conducted with a Royal Canadian Navy destroyer and another Royal Australian Navy destroyer . The
ships are set to be joined in the Pacific by a US Navy Amphibious Assault Ship .
Before the Sakura start blooming in Japan there are some media reports that North Korea might be
readying a second ICBM launch . On a sunny day in mid April 2020 , President Trump takes the
Biscuit out of his suit , opens the Football and authorizes the launch of a Trident D5 ICBM from a Ohio
class submarine submerged in the Sea of Japan . The World is shocked once more at the news that the
almighty USA had made use of a nuclear weapon against North Korea . Days pass by and there are no
signs that the PLA is backing off to Chinese Territory . The Chinese might want to up the bet .
CNN and the BBC show images of the HMS Queen Elizabeth’s flotilla approaching the contested
islands in the South China Sea .
It rains in Tokyo as the Sakura are in full bloom . News come to Prime Minister Shinzo Abe that
China’s PLA is backing off to their border with North Korea . President Trump’s gamble paid off .
Korea War 2.0 is coming to a closure .
Tokyo’s Olympic Games are quite a media success . In South Korea , President Moon Jae In is
impeached , the South Korea Right is back in power . In the USA , the 4 th of July commemorations take
on a special meaning with the Korea War 2.0 been over . America won the War .
November 2020 . President Trump is elected to his second term .

